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Abstract: We investigate induced electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) in models in
which the Higgs is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB). In pNGB Higgs models,
Higgs properties and precision electroweak measurements imply a hierarchy between the
EWSB and global symmetry-breaking scales, vH  fH . When the pNGB potential is
generated radiatively, this hierarchy requires ne-tuning to a degree of at least  v2H=f2H .
We show that if Higgs EWSB is induced by a tadpole arising from an auxiliary sector at
scale f  vH , this tuning is signicantly ameliorated or can even be removed. We present
explicit examples both in Composite Higgs models based on SO(5)=SO(4) and in Twin
Higgs models. For the Twin case, the result is a fully natural model with fH  1 TeV and
the lightest colored top partners at 2 TeV. These models also have an appealing mechanism
to generate the scales of the auxiliary sector and Higgs EWSB directly from the scale fH ,
with a natural hierarchy f  vH  fH  TeV. The framework predicts modied Higgs
coupling as well as new Higgs and vector states at LHC13.
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1 Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson has sharpened the problem of the naturalness of the
electroweak (EW) scale. An attractive solution is that the Higgs boson is a composite
pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone Boson (pNGB) of a global symmetry that is spontaneously bro-
ken at a scale fH not far above the electroweak scale vH = 246 GeV [1, 2]. More modern
realizations of this idea include Composite Higgs (CH) models (with partial composite-
ness) [3{5], as well as Twin Higgs (TH) [6, 7] and Little Higgs [8{11].
Standard Model (SM) interactions must explicitly break the global symmetries pro-
tecting the pNGB Higgs. This results in radiative contributions to the pNGB potential,
with the largest contributions arising from the top Yukawa coupling and the gauging of
SU(2)L, and in minimal composite Higgs models the pNGB potential is entirely generated

















the global symmetries are connected to that of the Higgs boson. For instance, the contri-
butions from the top sector perturb the vev and physical Higgs mass proportionally by an






where m is the mass scale of the top partners which restore the global symmetry. If
these resonances are suciently light, the physical Higgs mass mh = 125 GeV can be
obtained naturally without any tuning. Direct experimental limits on the scale m of
top partners [12{14] give lower bounds on the tuning of such theories, but current limits
permit a totally natural mass scale for the Higgs when colored top partner decays are
hidden [15, 16] or the global symmetry is partially restored by neutral particles, as in Twin
Higgs models [6, 7].
However, observations of Higgs properties [17{19] require vH  fH so that the cur-
vature of the pNGB manifold does not induce signicant Higgs coupling deviations from




& 10, and future measurements will reach the  1% level [22{24]. This makes
realizing a natural model much more dicult | composite Higgs models with top partners
in minimal representations (e.g., MCHM5, MCHM5+1) can only obtain mh = 125 GeV
when vH  fH with severe radiative tuning [20, 21]. Extended top partner sectors (e.g.,
MCHM14+1) can improve the situation, but the structure of radiative contributions to the





These obstacles motivate studying pNGB Higgs models with a combination of ad-
ditional tree-level contributions to the potential and top sectors that minimize radiative
contributions, as such models stand the best chance to be `maximally natural'. One well-
known strategy, used in Little Higgs (as well as some TH models [25]), is to introduce
additional dynamics generating a tree-level quartic without a signicant contribution to
the Higgs mass-squared parameter. So, small radiatve contributions to the potential allow
a natural hierarchy vH  fH , while the dominant quartic term raises the Higgs mass to
the observed value.
Here, we study an alternative approach. The pNGB potential will naturally be of the
size of the radiative contributions, but with a positive mass-squared stabilizing the vacuum
at vH = 0. An auxiliary decoupling EWSB sector  is then introduced to trigger Higgs
EWSB through a linear coupling to the Higgs sector, perturbing the Higgs vacuum to a
non-zero vev with a natural hierarchy f  vH  fH (where the total scale of EWSB
is v2 = f2 + v
2
H). This is an application of Bosonic Technicolor (BTC) or, as it is more
recently dubbed, induced EWSB [26{42] to a pNGB Higgs. A schematic comparison of
this approach to the tuned minimal radiative approach is shown in gure 1.
The possibility of triggering EWSB by a tadpole leads to modied Higgs phenomenol-
ogy and to new Higgs-like states. The fact that this is a viable option post Higgs discovery is
non-trivial and was shown in [39{41]. Note that this mechanism has qualitatively dierent
features compared to models where the pNGB mixes with an inert auxiliary doublet [43].
When the auxiliary sector is weakly coupled, there is an energy regime where the




































Figure 1. A schematic depiction of \regular" radiative EWSB (left) versus induced EWSB (right)
in a pNGB Higgs model. In this gure we take the Twin Higgs as an example where HA is the SM
Higgs doublet and HB is its mirror partner (but the mechanism applies more broadly). In both
cases the non-linear sigma model constrains the vev to live on a \pNGB manifold" (dotted circle).
In the radiative EWSB the generic, untuned, EW vev is tuned down from fH to vH using a mass
term. In the induced case an untuned EW vev of zero is brought up to vH without tuning by a
tadpole.
(see, e.g., [44]). While we will nd this limit useful to illustrate the basic features of the
model, the most interesting parts of parameter space correspond to a strongly coupled (for
example, technicolor-like) auxiliary sector that is not well-described by a weakly coupled
2HDM. A nave strong-coupling analysis will allow us to understand the eects on the
pNGB potential in this case.
The tuning problem in pNGB models in many ways resembles the little hierarchy
problem of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), where obtaining mh =
125 GeV radiatively requires stop masses m~t  TeV and/or large A-terms, both of which
directly contribute to the tuning [45]. It is not surprising then that parallels can be
drawn between proposed solutions in the two frameworks. For example, the addition of
radiatively-safe tree-level quartics is commonplace both in supersymmetric models (as in,
e.g., the NMSSM) [46{49] and in Little Higgs. Indeed, the approach we take here to rec-
onciling the Higgs mass with naturalness has been considered previously in the context of
supersymmetric models [27, 28, 36{42], but has not yet been employed in composite/pNGB
Higgs models.
In the subsequent sections, we will study models where a composite Higgs sector is
coupled to an extra tadpole EWSB sector. For the composite Higgs sector we focus on
two well-studied possibilities: section 2 studies the coupling of a tadpole sector to a `con-
ventional' Minimal Composite Higgs models (MCHM) based on SO(5)=SO(4) [5, 20, 21],
and section 3 extends this analysis for composite Twin Higgs models [6, 7, 50, 51] based on
SO(8)=SO(7) (or SU(4)=SU(3) for weakly-coupled UV completions). Twin Higgs models
are of particular interest because the `irreducible'
f2H
2v2H
can be completely removed giving,
for example, an untuned model with a global symmetry-breaking scale fH  1 TeV and

















In each case, we study rst the limit of a single \frozen" linear tadpole operator in
the composite Higgs sector, disregarding the dynamics of the the tadpole sector. In this
approximation, we show that the tuning in the Higgs sector can be signicantly ameliorated.
We then consider the full dynamics of the tadpole sector, and show that the \frozen"
tadpole approximation is a good description so long as the tadpole sector itself is strongly
coupled. In section 4 we discuss phenomenological constraints on the Higgs properties,
extended Higgs or  sector states, and top partners for both the MCHM and Twin Higgs
cases. Finally, we conclude in section 5.
2 SO(5)=SO(4) MCHM model
In Composite Higgs models, the SM Higgs is identied with a pNGB in the coset G=H of
the spontaneously-broken global symmetry G! H. For the SO(5)=SO(4) models relevant
to our discussion, the radiatively-generated Higgs potential can be parameterized as [20]













where fH is the scale of spontaneous G breaking. For  < 0, EWSB with scale vH in the
























and mh = 125 GeV is realized for  = SM ' 1=32.
A key point is that radiative contributions to the potential from the explicit G-breaking
couplings of the SM generically generate jj & . To realize a hierarchy vH  fH requires
jj  , and in the case of a purely radiative potential this can only be arranged with
a tuned cancellation among the dierent contributions to . Explicitly, assuming that
the physics responsible for generating the required  = SM also generates a comparable
contribution to , and taking
v2H
f2H











However, this tuning is not `irreducible' | it can be avoided by including an additional
tadpole-like contribution to the potential. The structure of the low-energy theory is that
of `induced' EWSB [41, 42]. In induced EWSB, the SM-like Higgs vev arises as a result
of a coupling linear in the Higgs to a tadpole sector parameterized by an SU(2) doublet
scalar  that breaks the electroweak symmetry with hjji = fp
2
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If this additional sector were not present or did not acquire a vev, Higgs EWSB would not
occur. Induced EWSB is the limit that the extra heavy modes arising primarily from the
 sector are decoupled, so that the dominant eect on low energy states can be viewed as
arising from an eective tadpole for the Higgs. We rst focus on this limit in section 2.1,
and we show in section 2.2 that for some concrete choices of a top partner sector the tuning
is substantially improved. We return to the dynamics of the tadpole sector in section 2.3
to show that the leading eects in realistic models are captured by the decoupling limit
analysis and describe some of the properties of the new electroweak states. In section 2.4, we
discuss a few additional considerations that should be taken into account when considering
potential UV completions of this type of model.
2.1 MCHM with a tadpole
For a composite Higgs model, we can parameterize the tadpole eq. (2.5) by a term in the
non-linear realization  = 2f=f
3
H ,






















; m2h = 2(f
2
H   v2H) : (2.7)
This mechanism requires  > 0, such that vH = 0 for  = 0. The tadpole perturbs
the vacuum from vH = 0 and a small value of  naturally leads to vH  fH . As such,
the correct Higgs mass and vev can be achieved even with   SM. Moreover, the
tadpole breaks an otherwise exact global Z2  SU(2) under which !  , so   1 is
technically natural. As long as radiative contributions to the mass-squared can be made
naturally small, f2H . m2h, the overall naturalness of the model can be improved.
2.2 Radiative tuning from the top sector
To realize the top Yukawa coupling, the top sector of a composite Higgs model must break
the global symmetries, giving a contribution to the pNGB potential quadratically sensitive
to the top partner masses m. Due to strong limits on top partners, this is typically the most
signicant contribution to . In the partial compositeness framework, the mixings of the
elementary states and composite top partners generate the top Yukawa coupling [5, 20, 21],
and there is a rough lower limit on the top partner mass scale m compared to the global

















This limit is weaker than the `irreducible' tuning eq. (2.4) in a purely radiative potential,
but applies more generally. However, for a xed value of fH , alternatives to the purely
radiative composite Higgs potential, including the tadpole structure considered here, have
the potential to improve the tuning by a factor of  6. Moreover, this improvement can be

















The exact form of the radiative Higgs potential is determined by the embedding of
the top partners in the global symmetry group. In this section we study explicitly the
MCHM5+1 model coupled to a tadpole sector. This model has composite fermionic partners
(including colored vector-like top partners) in the 5 = 4 + 1,  = ( i4;  1) and  
c =
( c4
i;  c1) [5, 20, 21], with qL mixing as a 5 = 4 + 1 and tR as a singlet. For this embedding,
only the mixings of qL explicitly break the global symmetry. While in principal eq. (2.8)
may be realized for some choice of MCHM top sector, for the MCHM5+1 case contributions
to  are quadratically sensitive to the top partner mass while contributions to  are only
logarithmically sensitive, yielding jj  m2
f2H
jj. As a result, we nd that the radiative
tuning is always worse than  f2H=2v2H . Nonetheless, it is possible to achieve a substantial
improvement over the  1% tuning of the MCHM5+1 model in the absence of a tadpole
sector. As such, MCHM5+1is an interesting example of a model with a minimal top sector
in which tuning can be greatly reduced by induced EWSB. In section 3 we will consider
Twin Higgs as an example of a model that can in fact saturate eq. (2.8), potentially allowing
a fully natural model.
Motivated by bounds on Higgs properties, we will x fH = 1 TeV (
f2H
v2H
' 16) as a
benchmark in this section with f = 70 GeV (giving vH = 236 GeV). As discussed in
greater detail in section 4, this benchmark is at the edge of current limits. For dierent
values of fH , the top partner masses can be scaled as fH and the associated tuning as f
2
H ;





















The radiative contribution  from the top sector is often negative in the concrete models
of the top sector we study. However, as discussed in section 2.4, the 0 > 0 required for
induced EWSB can easily be generated by gauge contributions to the pNGB potential to
tune  = obs > 0.
In a two-site model [52, 53] for this composite sector, the radiative contributions to
the Higgs potential can be calculated directly and parameterized in terms of two top
partner mass scales, m1 and m4, and the mixing angles sin L;R of the top quark with the
composites  A,  
c
A. To leading order in
vH
fH
, the SU(2)L-doublet top partners have masses
m4 and M4 = m4= cos L, and the SU(2)L-singlet top partner has mass M1 = m1= cos R.




sin L sin R (2.11)




partner mixing with the elementary tL. For numerical results, we use yt = yt;SM(v=vH),

























5+1 HM, 2M, mh=125 GeVL5+1 HM, 2M, pê3L
5+1 H3M, M, pê3L5+1 HM, M, pê6L
5+1 HM, M, pê3L5+1 HM, M, pê2L
Figure 2. Top sector radiative tuning in the SO(5)=SO(4) 5+1 model (or MCHM5+1) with a
tadpole as a function of the lightest colored top partner mass Mcolored for fH = 1 TeV. Dashed
curves correspond to dierent choices of (M1;m4; R), as listed in the legend. For comparison, the
black solid line corresponds to MCHM5+1 without a tadpole (i.e., with  = SM generated by large
qL compositeness, determining R).
radiative Higgs potential is given in appendix A. In the limit of a fully composite tR,
sin R = 1 and













The one-loop quadratic divergences are cut-o, but a residual logarithmic scale-dependence
remains associated with the scale  of the next set of top partner resonances [21]. For
concreteness, we set log M4 = log

M1
= log 3, but our results are not particularly sensitive
to this choice.
Figure 2 shows the tuning as a function of the lightest top partner mass for several
dierent sets of parameters (M1;m4; R), with sin L determined from eq. (2.11). For
comparison, we also show the tuning for the MCHM5+1 model without a tadpole in which
the minimal top sector generates  = SM radiatively to give mh = 125 GeV. In this
case, achieving suciently large  = SM requires an increase in qL compositeness, such
that the explicit global symmetry breaking increases and the tuning becomes more severe.1
Induced EWSB removes the restriction of obtaining  = SM from the top sector, allowing
the lower tunings present in the alternative more natural top sectors to be achieved. Since
jj > jj in the MCHM5+1 model, the tuning still tends to be somewhat worse than the




. But, the tadpole mechanism in the SO(5)=SO(4) model allows
mh = 125 GeV to be obtained with the minimal representations of the fermion partners
(MCHM5+1) and a tuning of  5%, a signicant improvement over the  0:5% tuning
exhibited by an MCHM5+1 model in which  = SM is radiatively generated.
1Similar to raising mh via large A-terms in the MSSM | the increased explicit symmetry breaking

















Essentially because the top partners cannot be made lighter than  2fH , the rough
bound eq. (2.8) is not reached by the MCHM5+1model even with the additional of a tad-
pole sector. So, the overall naturalness is not necessarily improved relative to every MCHM
model with a radiatively generated potential. For example, a larger top partner representa-
tion as found in the MCHM14+1 model can nearly saturate   f2H=2v2H and obtain  5%
tuning for fH  m  TeV [21]. So tadpole-induced EWSB resuscitates some SO(5)=SO(4)
composite Higgs models with minimal top partner representations, but does not necessar-
ily improve upon minimally-tuned SO(5)=SO(4) models with extended representations. By
comparison, in the Twin Higgs models we will study in section 3.2, the neutral top part-
ners can be suciently light to realize the lower limit of eq. (2.8), such that the induced
structure oers a substantial improvement in naturalness over any radiative model.
2.3 Dynamical auxiliary sectors
So far, we have considered a tadpole that arises due to an unspecied auxiliary sector
exhibiting an SU(2)L-breaking vev f. However, the dynamics of the auxiliary sector are
also relevant. For instance, the auxiliary sector experiences back-reaction from the non-zero
Higgs vev, and it is important to ensure that this does not destabilize the auxiliary sector or
lead to hidden tuning. Meanwhile, any explicit G-breaking present in the auxiliary sector
may be communicated to the Higgs sector.
The presence of an additional sector containing an electroweak doublet also leads
to modications of Higgs properties and novel states that may be produced at colliders.
Notably, a second doublet gives rise to additional charged and pseudoscalar Higgses, H
and A respectively, similar to those of a fermiophobic/type-I two Higgs doublet model (in
which only a single doublet couples to fermions). Thus, the largely SM-like nature of the
Higgs and the non-observation of BSM states at the LHC constrains the dynamics of the
auxiliary sector. Overall, the auxiliary sector must exhibit certain properties in order to
remain stable against back-reaction, to stay consistent with experimental measurements,
and to preserve the improved naturalness of the model.
One important question is whether the auxiliary sector is weakly-coupled Sigma model
or a strongly-coupled theory (e.g. bosonic technicolor) | i.e., is  elementary or compos-
ite? Several considerations disfavor a weakly-coupled auxiliary sector. First, experimental












This is very similar to the size 2  4f2 suggested by nave dimensional analysis for a
strongly-coupled auxiliary sector with an O(1) weak coupling to the Higgs sector. Second,
large couplings help stabilize f  vH against large back-reaction when the Higgs eld
acquires its vev. Finally, large couplings raise the mass scale of the resonances associated
with the auxiliary sector, explaining their non-observation thus far at the LHC.
A second issue is that the  sector need not respect the approximate global symmetry
G | in fact, explicit G-breaking in the  sector can avoid additional light modes and may

















explicit breaking is communicated to the Higgs sector. The low-energy form of the coupling
2H  is a soft breaking of G in the Higgs sector, and so the contributions to the pNGB
potential will be under control even for a strongly-coupled auxiliary sector that generates
important higher-order terms. However, for some UV completions of the  sector there
can be further UV-sensitive contributions to the pNGB potential.
In this section, we shall explore the structure of a linearly-realized auxiliary sector.
As the issues discussed above likely imply strong coupling, this model is more useful for
developing intuition than it is realistic. However, considering this model in the strong self-
coupling limit allows us to move beyond the frozen tadpole approximation and investigate
the back-reaction, tuning and impact of -sector G-breaking described above, as well as
the form of the tadpoles generated. Because the  sector must be near strong coupling
and its interactions with the Higgs sector can be a strong perturbation, there may be
important higher-order eects neglected in this description. But, while these operators
may have interesting implications, we nd that the qualitative features of the model remain
unchanged. We refer the interested reader to appendix B.1, in which we discuss strongly-
coupled auxiliary sectors more explicitly, focusing on the additional higher-order operators
between the Higgs and  sectors we expect in this scenario.
An eective theory analysis has previously been carried out in the context of a sim-
plied model of induced EWSB with a single Higgs doublet coupled to a linearly-realized
 doublet in [41]. They conrmed that it was possible to achieve a stable vacuum with
f < vH and, as the tadpole limit is approached, tuning does indeed become small. Here,
we extend this analysis to the case of the MCHM. Starting with the SO(5)=SO(4) case,
we take the  sector to be a simple linear model,
V =  2 jj2 +  jj4 ; (2.14)
which only realizes the custodial SO(4) symmetry. In the absence of a coupling to the
Higgs, SO(4) is spontaneously broken at scale f2 =
2

. The Higgs and auxiliary sectors
are linked by a B-type term,
V   2yH + h.c. ; (2.15)
producing the necessary EWSB tadpole. In addition, this term explicitly breaks SO(5)H 
SO(4) ! SO(4), both giving mass to the extra Higgs states m2A ' m2H / 2 and inducing
SU(2)L-alignment between hHi and hi.
For simplicity, in this linearly-realized example we disregard quartic couplings between
H and , e.g., (H  y)2. These marginal operators can be made irrelevant in a UV
completion of the theory, and the eects of radiatively generating such operators in the IR
theory are captured by the strong-coupling analysis of appendix B.1.
To estimate the impact of back-reaction on the auxiliary sector, we focus on the neutral
CP-even states, expanding about the unperturbed  vacuum jj = f+p
2
and treating the
















































So, the EWSB vev in the  sector does receive a correction due to back-reaction from the
Higgs vev, but this eect is suppressed in the strong coupling regime when  is large.
2
In particular, that the shift in hi is relatively small in this regime indicates that back-
reaction does not result in additional tuning, and the theory remains under qualitative
control for f & 50 GeV.
Meanwhile, the Higgs experiences explicit SO(5)-breaking in addition to the tadpole
through its interactions with . In this simplied picture, this breaking can be viewed as
communicated via mixing of the CP-even states, which induces higher-order operators in
the pNGB potential. It is useful to dene  = 
2
22
to parameterize the mixing angle of the










Again, these eects are suppressed in the large-coupling limit. Integrating out  gives rise
to new terms in the pNGB potential, including















In the strong-coupling limit, this eect is of similar size to the experimentally-required
value of , and therefore does not induce additional tuning. Higher-order terms are sup-
pressed by powers of mixing between the Higgs and  sector, but can be relevant for the
phenomenology of the extra Higgs states, as mentioned in appendix B.1.
This analysis indicates that the dynamics of the auxiliary sector do not disrupt the
leading-order description of a Higgs pNGB with positive mass term ( > 0) and EWSB
induced by a tadpole as in section 2.1, particularly in the strong-coupling limit suggested
by experimental constraints. Back-reaction and explicit SO(5)-breaking lead to at most
O(1) shifts to (f; ), and so for strong-coupling induce no additional tuning in either
sector.


















Finally, we highlight some of the additional important issues that should be addressed by
UV completions attempting to explain the origin of the pNGB Higgs and strongly coupled
auxiliary sectors.
As stressed throughout, the mechanism of induced EWSB requires  > 0. This
does not present a particular challenge in the MCHM, where there are positive contribu-





M2 [5, 54]. This can be suciently large when the vector resonances are heavy
compared to the top partners, M & 3M.
Depending on the structure of the  sector, there can also be UV contributions to the
Higgs potential / 2, which may need to be suppressed to avoid tuning. For example, 
can emerge from an asymptotically free technicolor-like sector that is weakly coupled at the
scale H with O formed from a bilinear of technifermions, O = I + : : : ' 1f   .
















This exceeds the IR-generated quadratic term by a factor / f2H
f2
, so could dominate over
the radiative top sector tuning if unsuppressed. The UV s4h term is of comparable size
to the IR-generated term, and higher-order UV terms are subdominant. This sensitivity
can be avoided in a theory where the scaling dimension is [O] . 2, in which case the
contributions are eectively cuto at  instead of H . For example, this can occur if
the completion of the  sector is instead a conformal-technicolor theory [55] with large
anomalous dimension for the fermion bilinears ([O]  2 is also trivially satised in the
scalar linear  model).
A UV completion should also address the potentially dissatisfying coincidence of scales,
f . mh  v. In the context of SUSY, for EWSB induced by a strongly-coupled  sector,
ref. [41] suggested that the auxiliary sector could be near a strongly-coupled superconformal
xed point in the UV. SUSY breaking triggers connement at a scale close to that of the
scalar soft masses. One could imagine a similar mechanism here, namely that connement
in a nearly-conformal auxiliary sector is triggered by breaking of the approximate global
symmetry at H (though, admittedly, there are more known examples of superconformal
theories), for example by the coupling of SO(5) singlet operators in the H sector to an
SO(4) singlet operator in the auxiliary sector. Regardless of the solution, it must avoid
introducing a hierarchy problem in the  sector, which would of course spoil the improved
naturalness exhibited by these models.
3 Twin Higgs model
Twin Higgs models extend the coset and elementary states of a pNGB Higgs model beyond
the MCHM to preserve a spontaneously broken Z2 mirror symmetry, giving new mirror top

















o the quadratic sensitivity of the pNGB potential at the scale fH instead of the scale of
the colored top partners, which are somewhat heavier. The extra protection from radiative
contributions to the potential combined with the tadpole structure will allows these models
to evade the `irreducible'
f2H
2v2H
tuning giving, for example, a technically natural model
of EWSB with a global symmetry-breaking scale fH  1 TeV and colored top partners
at 2 TeV.
The original twin Higgs model [6, 7] consisted of an SU(4)-invariant potential
V =  M2  jHAj2 + jHBj2 +   jHAj2 + jHBj2 2; (3.1)
where HA;B are doublets of weakly-gauged SU(2)A;B  SU(4), with a small SU(4)-violating
but Z2-preserving quartic
V    jHAj4 + jHBj4  : (3.2)
The Z2 parity exchanges A and B. In strongly-coupled realizations a larger SO(8) symme-
try should be considered [7, 50, 51, 56].3 When the approximate SU(4) is spontaneously
broken by a large vev fH  vH , there is an uneaten pNGB that is associated with the




















one nds a potential for the light Higgs mode of the form of eq. (2.1) with  =   = 2 .
The Z2 symmetry ensures that quadratically-divergent radiative contributions take the
form 2
  jHAj2 + jHBj2 , which is independent of the light Higgs eld.
For  > 0, as for the IR contribution of a Z2-preserving top sector, the unbroken parity
would enforce jHAj2 = jHBj2 = f
2
H





the SM weak gauge group with SU(2)A) requires explicit Z2 breaking. In the original
model, this was accomplished by a soft Z2-breaking mass term
V = m2
  jHAj2   jHBj2  ; (3.4)
giving an additional contribution to   m2
f2H
. This contribution can be ne-tuned against
the above contribution  =   2 to get the correct vev, but also results in the tuning
described for the conventional models. If the top sector generates the observed value of





In the remainder of this section, we extend the detailed analysis of the MCHM model
with a tadpole of section 2 to the case of the Twin Higgs.
3.1 Twin Higgs with a tadpole
Introducing an auxiliary EWSB sector can readily remove the
f2H
2v2H
tuning of the Twin
Higgs model. We assume that, prior to EWSB, the SU(4)-breaking vev is stabilized at
jHAj2 = 0; jHBj2 = f
2
H
2 . This can be achieved in the limit of unbroken Z2, for instance

















if  < 0, or due to the presence of a large m2 > f2H | we will return to the possible
origin of the various terms in section 3.4. The auxiliary sector is assumed to preserve the
Z2 symmetry and the tadpole terms are
V =  2(A HA + B HB) + h.c. (3.5)
Below the scale fH , in the frozen tadpole approximation hAi = hBi = f, the Higgs
potential takes the form
















































 ' sin  vHfH  and the cubic term can be approximately













Just as before, the tadpole allows the vev to be continuously perturbed away from the
vH = 0 vacuum, giving a hierarchy vH  fH without any tuning.
It is interesting to note that, while the enlarged structure of the Twin Higgs due to the
Z2 symmetry permits multiple possibilities for the unperturbed vacuum (i.e., with 2 = 0),






Z2-symmetric tadpoles. In principal, spontaneous or explicit Z2 breaking in the  sector





. But, in this case, the










vacuum. Moreoever, this is true even in the presence of higher-order terms that may
induce a misalignment in the SU(2) orientation of the HA;B and A;B vevs. Alternatively,





and a spontaneous Z2 breaking in the tadpole sector, (hAi; hBi) = (0; f). The
tadpole helps favor hjHAji < hjHBji, but obtaining a hierarchy vH  fH is still a large
perturbation away from the unperturbed vacuum, requiring a tuning of the tadpole against
the parameters of the Higgs sector.
Thus vH  fH can be obtained naturally in the Twin Higgs model with a tadpole
 = 2f=f
3
H that is protected against the radiative contributions generating the mass
term . Provided radiative contributions to  are suciently small,   m2h
f2H
, such a
model can be considerably less tuned than the original Twin Higgs model. We discuss the
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Figure 3. Top sector radiative tuning in a Twin Higgs model with a tadpole as a function of the
lightest colored top partner mass Mcolored for fH = 1 TeV. Dotted gray is the estimated tuning
from the pure tB contribution of eq. (3.9). Solid black is the 6  4 model, while dashed, colored
curves correspond to the 8 + 1 model with (M1;m7; R) as listed. For comparison, the horizontal
dotted gray line corresponds to the minimal tuning
2v2H
f2H
' 10% of the radiative quartic potential,
with horizontal lines indicate the top partner mass range which can radiatively generate  = SM
(saturating this tuning) within theoretical uncertainty.
3.2 Radiative tuning
The quadratic sensitivity of  to the top sector in Twin Higgs models is cut o by the twin
top at mtB ' ytfHp2 , but a logarithmic sensitivity remains to the scale MT of new colored
top partners that restore the full global symmetry in the top sector,








We will study two concrete models of Twin top sectors to determine the degree to which
light colored top partners can lower the radiative tuning of the tadpole potential with
respect to the minimal
f2H
2v2H
tuning of the purely radiative potential. Current direct ex-
perimental bounds require only MT & 700 GeV and will not signicantly constrain the
naturalness of these models. However, realizing the observed top Yukawa coupling and
including threshold contributions to eq. (3.9) again gives a lower bound on the tuning.




hAi = hBi = f = 60 GeV as a benchmark in this section. The results are summarized in
gure 3, which compares the tuning in several models to the logarithmic estimate eq. (3.9).
Unsurprisingly, we nd that the minimal tuning occurs for top partners with masses roughly
just above the smallest possible value required to realize the top Yukawa, MT '
p
2fH 





















6  4 top sector. Ref. [6] proposed completing the top sector by extending (QA; QB)
into a Q = (6; 4) of SU(6)  SU(4), with SU(3)c;A  SU(3)c;B  SU(6). Q contains new
top partners (~qA; ~qB) required to restore the global symmetry in the (3A; 2B) and (3B; 2A)
representations. The Yukawa coupling yHQU respects the SU(4) symmetry and the exotic
mixed states can be lifted by soft SU(4)-breaking vector-like masses M(~qA~q
c
A + ~qB ~q
c
B). We
will refer to this as the `6  4' model.


















such that there is a minimal value for the colored top partner mass MTA 
p
2ytfH . The


















We evaluate eq. (3.10) using the SM MS value of the top mass at  = mtB ' 700 GeV.
Figure 3 shows the radiative tuning due to this top sector. Also shown in gure 3 is the
approximate range of colored top partner mass M  10 TeV that gives  = SM and would
saturate the 2v2H=f
2
H tuning in the absence of the tadpole (we estimate the theoretical
uncertainty by varying the top Yukawa coupling between its MS values at  = mt and
 = mtB ). For M < 3fH , the tuning becomes considerably less than the `irreducible'
tuning exhibited when  = SM. At M ' fH , the coupling y becomes large and the tuning
begins to worsen. For M  fH ,  matches the expected logarithmic behavior eq. (3.9).
The minimally-tuned tadpole potential can permit signicantly lower colored top partner
masses, and correspondingly substantially reduced tuning.
8 + 1 top sector. Refs. [50, 51] studied pNGB Twin Higgs models based on an
SO(8)=SO(7) coset with a partially composite top sector, similar to those studied in the
MCHM [5, 20, 21] and above. In particular we focus on the model studied in ref. [51] with
qL embedded in an 8 = 7+1, tR in a singlet, and composite top partners  A = ( 
i
7;A;  1;A)
and  iB = ( 
i
7;B;  1;B) in a (3A; 8) and (3B; 8) respectively. This is the Twin analog of the
MCHM5+1 model.
In a two-site model for this composite-sector, the radiative contributions to the Higgs
potential can be calculated directly and parameterized in terms of two top partner mass
scales m1 and m7 and the mixing angles sin L;R of the top quark with the composites
 A;  
c
A. To leading order in
vH
fH
, the colored (3A; 2A) top partners are at masses m7 and





sin L sin R (3.11)
to leading order, which requires m7 & fH .
The full denition of the two-site model and expressions for the radiative corrections
are described in appendix A following ref. [51]. In the Twin model the contributions to
4Our normalization of fH diers by a factor of
p

















 are only logarithmically sensitive to the colored top partner masses, and therefore the
residual scale dependence found in the two-site 5+1 model is absent.
Figure 3 shows the tuning of the tadpole potential for the 8 + 1 model in terms of
the parameters (M1;m7; R), with sin L xed by the top Yukawa, eq. (3.11). Again, we




(i.e., in the absence of the tadpole). We observe an improvement in tuning by a factor
of  5 is possible with the tadpole. The improvement is substantial over most of the
parameter space with m7 . 3fH , but the tuning begins to worsen as the physical mass M7
gets large at the lower range of m7. Note that the improvement in tuning by a factor of
 10 compared to the SO(5)=SO(4) 5 + 1 model studied in section 2.2 can be understood
as a result of uncolored top partners cutting o the quadratic sensitivity at a substantially
lower scale than that at which colored top partners can appear.
3.3 Dynamical twin auxiliary sector
The dynamics of the auxiliary sector coupling to a Twin Higgs model are similar to the
SO(5)=SO(4) scenario described in 2.3 with one important dierence, namely that the Z2
symmetry requires that both of the scales in the H sector, including vB  fH  vH ,
couple to the auxiliary sector. This causes a larger perturbation in the  sector, although
such perturbations can still be suciently small to avoid tuning or destabilization of the
auxiliary sector. Moreover, the additional interactions between sectors may oer some
intriguing opportunities, including generation of the required  > 0, dynamical generation
of the scales f  vH  fH and complete SU(2)B  U(1)B-breaking. Again, we will
illustrate this behavior with a simple linear  model. The strongly coupled model is more
carefully analyzed in appendix B.2.
Extending the potential eq. (2.14) to the Twin Higgs case, we consider a \Twin Sister"
model5 with
V   2
  jAj2 + jBj2 +   jAj2 + jBj2 2 +   jAj4 + jBj4  : (3.12)
The Higgs sector is of the same form as given in eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) with    giving the
approximate SU(4)H symmetry. For simplicity, we take    and treat the  term
coupling the A and B sectors as a perturbation. The unperturbed vev is then







and SU(4) is explictly broken to SU(2)A  SU(2)B . The H and  sectors are again
linked by a B-type term,
V   2 yAHA + yBHB + h.c. ; (3.14)
which is an explicit soft breaking of the SU(2)A  SU(2)B  SU(4)H global symmetry to
the gauge and discrete symmetry SU(2)A  SU(2)B  Z2.

























B)  2fH(shA + chB) + f2AB ;
where we have elided terms proportional to  that do not couple the A and B sectors.





















As anticipated, if there is a hierarchy fH  vH , this can be an O(1) perturbation even as
 approaches strong coupling.
Likewise, there can be signicant contributions to the Higgs potential. The leading
contribution present in the SO(5)=SO(4) case, eq. (2.20), is cancelled because of the Z2
Twin protection. The Z2 breaking shift in hi is captured by the 3; 4 terms, which give









 ' O(few). In particular, as hBi is uncon-
strained by experiment, it can be somewhat larger than hAi, such that contributions
to the Higgs mass can be somewhat enhanced. This indicates the possibility that Higgs
couplings to the auxiliary sector may be the source of the required 0 > 0.
The back-reaction and mixing contributions remain comparable to the required fA;B
and . So, while they make a complete analysis of the potential somewhat more com-
plicated, they do not induce signicant additional tuning. We have conrmed this with
a full numerical study of the potential in Mathematica; for instance, with fH ' 1 TeV,
fA = 70 GeV, fB = 150 GeV and strong couplings  42 in the  sector, it is possible
to achieve the observed mh and EWSB with  . 4. Overall, our results are consis-
tent with those of [41]; it is possible to achieve O(1) tuning and a stable vacuum with
hAi . hBi  vH  fH . A realistic auxiliary sector likely exhibits approximately Z2-
symmetric vevs, a large explicit breaking of the global symmetry (i.e.,  & ), and strong
coupling.
So far, we have ignored the role of . Treating  as a perturbation, a shift in hAi
is also generated at leading order as a result of hBi, hAi = 2 hBi. Clearly, for a more
generic potential with   , both hAi and hBi can experience large perturbations due
to the fH tadpole. This raises the interesting possibility that the hierarchy and coincidence
of scales is generated by a \waterfall" of induced breakings originating from fH . For
instance, in the limit that  = 0, the scale of the  sector is set completely by the large
B-sector tadpole from fH . While  = 0 is unnatural in the linear sigma model, this
serves as a useful toy model for a strongly-coupled model where the scale of a conformal 






















' 2fH , and a term  < 0 can trigger the breaking in the A-sector. This waterfall
of breaking then feeds back into the HA sector through the EWSB-inducing tadpole.
As for the MCHM5+1, this linear sigma model nicely illustrates all the key features
of the Twin Higgs tadpole mechanism, in particular that the model remains valid even
beyond the frozen tadpole approximation employed above. Likewise, the Twin Model
remains under control and has the same qualitative behavior as the linear sigma model
even in the strongly coupled regime.
3.4 UV issues
Finally, in the Twin case, there are some further interesting aspects of UV completions
beyond those addressed for the MCHM in section 2.4.
First, unlike the MCHM, for the Twin Higgs the origin of 0 > 0 cannot be con-
tributions from the gauge sector, as the Z2 symmetry removes the quadratic sensitivity.
Fortunately, the higher-order contributions from coupling the pNGB Higgs to the twin
auxiliary sector are larger in this case, so can provide a sucient enough source of 0 > 0,
especially when the negative top sector contributions are near the natural size obs. Alter-
natively, additional soft Z2 breakings can generate 0 > 0.
Another question is whether A and B are part of a single strongly-interacting gauge
sector G or two independent strongly-interacting sectors GA and GB related by the Z2.
The former naturally admits the appealing \waterfall" of induced breakings described in
the preceding subsection. For a single strongly-coupled sector, we expect sizable couplings
between A and B, corresponding to    in the linear model. The condensation
in the Higgs sector at H generates a scale in the B auxiliary sector, triggering its con-
densation. For example, the auxiliary sector could be a conformal technicolor-like sector
near a strongly-coupled xed point at H , with some techniquarks O      acquiring
SU(2)A-preserving masses proportional to fH . This triggers a chiral symmetry-breaking
phase for both the A and B sectors, which in turn generates the tadpole for HA, inducing
EWSB. In this scenario, the scale in the A auxiliary sector is directly related to the scale
in the B auxiliary sector so we expect hBi  hAi in the absence of tuning. The scales of
the Higgs and A sector are therefore directly connected as 
3
A
 2fH , and the viable
parameter space hAi  50{70 GeV requires fH  TeV. Alternatively, if GA and GB are
independent, the Twin sector can induce hBi  hAi which can increase the size of the
extra contributions to the Higgs potential.
4 Experimental constraints
Induced EWSB is subject to both indirect constraints from measurements of Higgs prop-
erties and electroweak precision tests, and direct constraints from searches for additional
states associated with the auxiliary sector. These constraints have been extensively stud-
ied in [42], with emphasis on phenomenological models and applications to supersymmetry.
Notably, there exists a tension between electroweak precision tests and direct searches for
vector resonances, which favor larger values of f, and Higgs measurements (both of Higgs

















f. Here, we summarize these results, and highlight some of the main dierences in the
MCHM or Twin scenario.
The presence of an additional source of EWSB modies Higgs couplings to SM states.
If the auxiliary sector is strongly-coupled, this results in a universal enhancement of Higgs























The allowed values of f are thus constrained by the combined ATLAS and CMS Higgs
measurements [17{19] | for a strongly-coupled auxiliary sector, f . 0:3v [42]. Moti-
vated by the discussion of section 2.3, we focus on strongly-coupled auxiliary sectors here.
However we do note that, if the auxiliary sector is at least somewhat weakly-coupled, the
constraints vary due to the mixing between the Higgs and the radial mode of the auxiliary
sector. This mode couples to gauge bosons but not to fermions, so mixing partially restores
the depletion of V while also reducing the enhancement of f .














While this counteracts the enhancement of Higgs coupling to fermions, it also further sup-
presses coupling to vector bosons. Since current measurements favor a slight enhancement
V = 1:05 > 1, constraints on f can be somewhat more stringent for smaller values of fH
than in the usual induced EWSB scenario described above.
For Twin Higgs models, there is further additional suppression of Higgs couplings to
visible SM states due to decays to Twin sector states [60]. For instance, supposing the
couplings to SM and Twin b quarks respect the Z2, the Higgs is expected to decay to Twin














where Br(SM)(h! bb) = 0:577 for mh = 125 GeV. However, depending on the exact details
of the quark couplings, this decay may be suppressed and a variety of Higgs decays to Twin
sector states, including displaced decays, may be possible (see, e.g., [61{63]).
In gure 4, we plot the (V ; f ) that can occur in induced EWSB models with a
pNGB Higgs and a strongly-coupled auxiliary sector, as well as the combined ATLAS and
CMS measurements [17]. We consider both a general MCHM model (i.e., with additional
suppression 
(pNGB)










































Figure 4. Values of (V ; f ) in Minimal Composite (blue) and Twin (gray) models for 0  f 
100 GeV and 750 GeV  fH . Contours correspond to values of f and fH in a Twin Higgs model
with unsuppressed decays to Twin b's. Solid elliptical contour corresponds to the combination
of current ATLAS and CMS measurements, with central value (V ; f ) = (1:05; 1) [17]. Dashed
contour corresponds to projections from [42] assuming central value (V ; f ) = (1; 1).




h ). We also
show projected limits from [42] assuming
p
s = 14 TeV, L = 300 fb 1 and central value
(V ; f ) = (1; 1). Note that although we plot over an extended range of f for illustration,
as discussed in section 2.3 the theory is outside of good theoretical control when f .
50 GeV.
There are also constraints from direct searches for states associated with the auxiliary
sector, which generally require these states to be at least somewhat heavy. First, there
are the additional Higgs sector states due to the presence of a second electroweak doublet
(A). Direct searches for heavy Higgs bosons constrain mA, with the dominant constraint
in much of the parameter space coming from the CMS search for A! Zh! `+` bb [64],
which requires mA & 460 GeV [42]. In these models, the extra Higgs states have masses
related to the size of the H   terms connecting the two sectors, since these are the only
terms breaking the independent SU(2) and SU(2)H symmetries. When only the tadpole












For concreteness, we present our results evaluating the v2H=f
2
H corrections with  = 0 for
the MCHM and  =  for the Twin Higgs. For strongly-coupled models, an even more

































Figure 5. Regions of (fH ; f) excluded by Higgs coupling measurements (hatched) and direct
A! Zh searches (solid) for Minimal Composite (blue) and Twin (gray) Higgs models. Solid regions
correspond to mA with  = 0 for MCHM and  =  for Twin Higgs, see text for details. Dashed
blue contours represent the eect of rescaling m2A by 0:6 (lower) or 1:4 (upper) and thus represent
the theoretical uncertainty on the solid blue line. The dashed black line denotes approximate lower
bound f & 50 GeV from vector resonance searches.
eq. (4.5) (as mentioned in appendix B). This gives a `theoretical uncertainty' in the relation
between (fH ; f) and the mass of Higgs resonances in the auxiliary sector. In gure 5, we
show approximate constraints from A ! Zh and Higgs property measurements in the
(fH ; f) plane. To capture the theoretical uncertainty, we show the impact of rescaling
m2A ! (0:6; 1:4)m2A for the MCHM. An uncertainty band of similar proportion also applies
for the Twin Higgs. Note that although mH ' mA, searches for charged Higgses are
currently less constraining [42].
A second set of constraints comes from vector resonances. If the auxiliary sector is
indeed strongly-coupled, we expect vector resonances with masses m  4f associated
with the strong dynamics [65]. These \technirhos" are constrained both by direct searches
(notably,  ! WZ [66]) and by electroweak precision measurements [32]. The exact
constraints depend on the properties of the technirhos, which depend on the details of the
unknown strong dynamics. However, for lighter technirhos (such as those predicted by a
QCD-like auxiliary sector), these can be the dominant constraints, eliminating the majority
of the allowed parameter space [42]. Thus, for a truly strongly-coupled auxiliary sector, the
strong dynamics must be such that the vector resonances are at least somewhat heavy. For
instance, the (non-excluded) strongly-coupled benchmarks considered in [42] would require

















Finally, for pNGB Higgs models, top partner searches are of course also relevant.
There are a variety of searches focusing on a minimal charge-2=3 top partner decaying
via T ! bW; tZ; th, which currently require mT & 700 GeV [12{14]. A top partner of
this variety is expected to be somewhat light as it is responsible for cutting o quadratic
divergences due to the SM top quark. However, in `maximally natural' models, the full
global symmetry is likely restored not too far above mT (see section 2.2). As a result,
searches for other states implied by the global symmetry, such as heavy charge-1=3 B-
quarks [67, 68] or exotic charge-5=3 quarks [67, 69] (present in complete multiplets of
custodial SO(4)) may also be relevant [70, 71]. In particular, for Twin Higgs models,
the lightest top partner responsible for regulating the quadratic divergences is uncolored,
leading to weak constraints from the LHC. But natural models likely exhibit colored top
partners not too much heavier than the uncolored twin top (as in section 3.2), which may
be probed up to m  2:5 TeV at the LHC [72].
5 Conclusion
Tadpole-induced electroweak symmetry breaking gives an alternative structure for the low-
energy potential of a pNGB Higgs model. This structure allows the desired EWSB pattern
with mh = 125 GeV and vH  fH to be achieved in Composite Higgs models that could
not otherwise realize a large enough quartic term  without excessive tuning. Unlike other
tree-level modications to the pNGB Higgs potential, which focus on increasing the quartic
term  (e.g., Little Higgs), the tadpole structure simply makes  irrelevant in the limit
vH  fH .
In SO(5)=SO(4) minimal composite Higgs models (MCHM), this mechanism makes
viable the minimal representations of the 3rd generation partners (as in MCHM5+1). The
resulting tuning is comparable to a purely radiative potential generated by 3rd generation
partners in larger representations. In the case of the Twin Higgs, the radiative contributions
from the minimal representations of the top sector can be made substantially smaller, and
the mechanism of induced EWSB allows the tuning to be reduced by a factor of  5
compared to the `irreducible'
f2H
2v2H
tuning of a purely radiative potential. This allows a
fully natural pNGB potential with fH ' 1 TeV and colored top partners at  2 TeV.
The tadpole mechanism in the Twin Higgs model also has the advantage of incorporating
spontaneous Z2 breaking and full breaking of the mirror U(1)EM;B.
While these pNGB Higgs models share many features in common with supersymmetric
models of induced EWSB [27, 28, 36{42], there are interesting dierences. First, in SUSY
models, both the H and  sectors inherit their scale from an external SUSY breaking sector,
while in the composite pNGB case the scale fH can directly trigger f. Second, although in
both cases the striking phenomenology is in the Higgs sector, Higgs compositeness generates
additional deviations in Higgs properties not present in SUSY. If the fermionic top partners
of the pNGB Higgs model are within reach, their signatures also dier substantially from
the signatures of the scalar stops in SUSY models.
In the most appealing version of the model, the scale fH of global symmetry breaking

















turn induces vH , naturally connecting the scales f  vH  fH . In this scenario, the
compositeness scale must be fH  TeV. Meanwhile, the combination of Higgs property
measurements and searches for the new auxiliary sector states set both upper and lower
bounds on the scale f, and it is non-trivial that there is consistent parameter space for
this model with new TeV-scale physics.
In tadpole-induced pNGB Higgs models, a wealth of interesting phenomenology from
both the  sector and Higgs compositeness may be within reach of the LHC. The plethora
of signals could include modications of Higgs properties due to both compositeness and
the auxiliary EWSB component, extra charged and pseudoscalar Higgs states, auxiliary
sector vector resonances lighter than 1 TeV, and colored composite top partners at & TeV.
In the case of the Twin Higgs, further consequences of the mirror sector, including invisible
and/or exotic Higgs decays, may be observable. It has not escaped our attention that the
auxiliary sector generically contains composite singlet pseudoscalars at the scale  
4f  750 GeV with large branching ratios to diphotons [73{79], which may be able to
explain recent hints for a resonance at LHC13 [80, 81]. In particular, small mixings between
the auxiliary sector and singlet pseudoscalars in the composite Higgs sector [82{85] can lead
to an appreciable gluon fusion production cross section even if the auxiliary sector contains
no colored states.
Not only can tadpole-induced models feature a pNGB potential with a fully natural
scale for EWSB, but in fact searches at LHC13 and future colliders will likely be able to
probe the entire remaining range of viable models independent of any naturalness argu-
ments.
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A Expressions for two-site models
A.1 5+1
The Lagrangian for the two-site model dening the mass mixings and Yukawa couplings of
the 5+1 top sector is



















The breaking of the global symmetry due to the top sector mixings is completely

















































f sin R sin L.
The mass matrix can be diagonalized perturbatively in sin hfH , giving a Coleman-
Weinberg contribution to the eective potential,





























 is obtained in the same fashion.
A.2 8+1
The Lagrangian for the two-site model dening the mass mixings and Yukawa couplings of
the 8+1 top sector generalizes the 5+1 model to the twin case by extending the coset to
SO(8)=SO(7) and including B-sector elementary and composite tops,




































It is simplest to proceed directly to the radiative potential following ref. [51]. We


















2   2p2) + (mR2   p2)
 
m72(2p2   f2Hy2L) + 2f2Hp2y2L   2p4
 :
(A.2)
 is obtained in the same fashion.
B Strongly-coupled auxiliary sectors
B.1 Composite Higgs
Here, we consider more explicitly the case that H and  emerge from independent strongly-
coupled sectors with compositeness scales  < H using the appropriate non-linearly
realization. The global symmetries of the two sectors are SO(5)H and SO(4). At scales
above H , the two sectors are weakly coupled by an operator explicitly breaking SO(5)H
SO(4) ! SO(4),





















1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
1CCCCCA : (B.2)
We normalize these operators so that, in terms of the low-energy goldstone elds, OIH =
HI(1 + : : :) and Oj = j(1 + : : :). The neglected terms are higher derivative in the



































The elds ah and 
a

















obtaining a mass from the explicit breaking.
When O2 is a suciently weak perturbation on both the  and H sectors, the leading
eect in the IR at scales below H is to generate the tadpole term 
2H   in the pNGB
potential. In the parameter space of interest O2 will always be a weak perturbation on
the fundamental H sector at H , but it may not be a weak perturbation on the  sector;
by NDA [87{89] O2 can be a strong perturbation on the  sector if 2vH & 2f, as for
the linear sigma model above.
The eects on the pNGB Higgs potential are determined by treating H as a background













with V^ a function with O(1) coecients. Terms of the form 2IjjHI generate a potential


































This term fully describes the IR contributions from the  sector, and connects the size of










again consistent with the size of this correction for the toy linearly-realized auxiliary sector
eq. (2.20). Higher-order terms in eq. (B.8) can also give O(1) shifts in the masses of the
extra Higgs sector states A. For example, the tadpole and rst leading contribution to
the masses of the A have the form




















2A + : : :




eectively shift the auxiliary EWSB vev from f by an amount parametrically of the same
size as the back-reaction in the linear sigma model, eq. (2.17).
For  ' 4f, back-reaction and higher-order terms result in . O(1) shifts to f
and , analogous to the results of the linear auxiliary sector analysis.
B.2 Twin Higgs
In the Twin model, the H sector has an SO(8)H global symmetry and the  sector has a
custodial SO(4)A  SO(4)B  Z2 global symmetry. The coupling of the H and  sector
extends the form of the SO(5)=SO(4) model, explicitly breaking the global symmetry to
SO(4)A  SO(4)B  Z2,




Following the same strong coupling analysis as for the MCHM above, the IR contri-





















with the structure enforced by the Z2 symmetry. We choose to express the potential in
terms of a redened parameter 2  ^2 to normalize the tadpole term as 2IjHIAjA.
As for the MCHM example, the higher-order terms are parametrically the same size
as calculated in the linear realization for  ' 4f, such that the tadpole due to fH can
readily constitute a signicant perturbation on the B sector. In addition, we expect the

















possibility that these terms can generate additional positive contributions to , perhaps
alleviating the need for additional UV contributions required to overcome the  < 0 from
the SM top sector.
Another notable detail is that non-negligible higher-order terms coupling H and 
should be generated. Depending on their sign and size, these terms may lead to complete
breaking of SU(2)BU(1)B (in the event that Twin hypercharge is gauged). In particular,
as fH  vH and hBi  hAi, higher-order terms can drive SU(2) alignment of hHAi
and hAi but misalignment of hHBi and hBi even with Z2-symmetry. In this case,
SU(2)B  U(1)B is fully broken while SU(2)A  U(1)A ! U(1)EM, avoiding a massless
Twin hypercharge boson.
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